Antibiotic resistance is a phenomenon that knows no geographical borders, so addressing this crisis is a worldwide public health priority. While total global resistance rates are difficult to estimate and vary between countries, an international report asserts that the development of new antibacterials is essential to ensuring the future ability to treat bacterial infections\(^1\). Bacteriophage (phage) therapy is a likely contributor to resolving potentially devastating effects of antibiotic resistance, yet no phage product currently holds a marketing authorisation that would permit their free use in clinical medicine outside of former countries of the Soviet Union, where phage therapy is a long-standing practice\(^2,3\). In the interim, the compassionate use of phage therapy (cPT) remains a possible treatment avenue for cases of antibiotic failure, and several competency centres, physicians, and researchers have achieved therapeutic benefits with this option. As antibiotic resistance continues to rise, there is much to be done in order to streamline cPT efforts, particularly in terms of phage sourcing, in order to reach more patients in an efficient, effective, and safe manner. This article highlights how cPT can be coordinated, and describes the experience of cPT in Australia.

Compassionate treatment denotes the use of unapproved medicines outside of clinical trials for the treatment of patients for whom approved therapeutic options have been exhausted unsuccessfully. The premise of compassionate use is stated in Article 37 of the ‘Helsinki Declaration of Ethic Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects’, an international guideline for research on human subjects\(^4\). Both Articles 3 and 37 concern individuals at the end of their therapeutic options. Official oversight of compassionate use programs varies from country-to-country, but is handled by regulatory agencies, such as the FDA in the USA or the EMA in the European Union\(^5,6\). In Australia, access to unapproved therapeutic goods can be attained through a Special Access Scheme (SAS), which is divided into three categories (A: notification for the seriously ill; B: application; C: notification of use of specified products)\(^8\). The Second Australian report on Antimicrobial Use and Resistance in Human Health has identified 14 target pathogens for which resistance rates to certain antibiotics varied widely from <1 to 96% of isolates, indicating an existing need for alternative treatment options, such as cPT\(^9\).

The use of phage for compassionate treatment of antibiotic-resistant infections is increasing, with >20 published papers from experimental treatment centres, pilot studies, and case reports since 2000, reviewed in\(^10,14,15\). A diversity of infections have been treated by cPT, including endocarditis\(^16\), diabetic toe ulcers\(^14,17\), abdominal cysts\(^18\), prostatitis\(^15,19,20\), otitis\(^15\) and osteomyelitis\(^22\), encompassing both local and systemic routes of administration. One case report described the treatment of a refractory urinary tract infection caused by a multidrug-resistant strain of *Pseudomonas*...
aeruginosa in Australia. Administration of a six-phage personalised cocktail directly into the bladder resulted in sterile urine cultures for this pathogen after only eight days (although antibiotics were administered six days after phage therapy started and may have contributed to the final effect). The case required the cooperation of international researchers and physicians from Australia, France, and Georgia to obtain therapeutic phages and to coordinate treatment. For this treatment to be possible, phages were prepared by the renowned Eliava Phage Therapy Center in Tbilisi and sent on-site. This is one of the few studies to date that documents multiple aspects of human treatment that are critical for understanding phage therapy, including viable phage and bacterial counts and phage sensitivity testing, and should serve as an example for future reporting criteria. This case, like others, highlights the need for close collaboration between physicians and phage researchers, sometimes at an international level, in order to provide know-how and facilitate access to therapeutic phages for compassionate means until approved alternatives become available.

Finding phages for cPT

Access to phages with activity against the patient’s bacterial isolate is evidently essential for compassionate use, and while phages are ubiquitous in nature, environmental isolation requires starting the phage selection process from scratch and having sufficient infrastructure and resources. Given the high level of fundamental and translational research conducted on phages, many phages suitable for cPT already exist in both academic and state research institutions. The phage community is a highly cooperative and supportive research area; many of its members have voiced their willingness to share both their experience and their phages for cPT cases, and several have already done so. Another source of phages for compassionate use are small biotech companies that are in the process of developing clinical-grade phage products, such as Pherecydes Pharma in France, Adaptive Phage Therapeutics in the USA, and Ampliphi Biosciences, which is based both in the USA and Australia.

An initiative to organise sharing for cPT, called Phage Directory, was founded by two of the authors in 2017. This organisation was created in response to a need for Burkholderia cepacia phages for the authorised cPT treatment of a 25-year-old cystic fibrosis patient in Pittsburgh, PA (USA); the lack of readily-available phages delayed cPT and the patient passed away. Currently, the academic phage laboratories and phage banks registered on Phage Directory represent more than 20 different countries, including labs at Monash University and the University of Adelaide in Australia, and contribute phages that target >30 host genera. An example of how the Phage Directory network has facilitated phage sharing for cPT is presented here (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Community-sourcing of phages for cPT through Phage Directory. Graphical representation of the global response to a Phage Directory request for Klebsiella pneumoniae phages for a patient suffering from an antibiotic resistant infection in Helsinki, Finland in 2018.
In late 2018, Phage Directory coordinated the sourcing of Klebsiella pneumoniae phages for a patient in Helsinki, Finland, by sending an electronic alert to its network of registered labs and phage collections. This was in response to a request from a phage laboratory in Finland that was working with the patient’s medical team. Within one week, nine academic labs and one phage biotech had offered to test or share phages, and within three weeks, more than 175 Klebsiella phages had been tested (Figure 1). At least six of these phages were found to be active against the patient’s isolate in vitro. This process is ongoing; phages have not yet been administered to the patient, as appropriate preparations are currently being made. This example illustrates the willingness of the phage community to participate in such efforts and shows how phage sharing can be expedited through central coordination.

**cPT in Australia**

After the published case from 2011, no cPT uses were reported in Australia until 2017. Amplphi Biosciences then announced the intravenous administration of their phage preparation against Staphylococcus aureus, AB-SA01, for an endocarditis infection under Category A of the SAS framework. Since then, the company has established an expanded access agreement to compassionately use AB-SA01, and another product against P. aeruginosa, in collaboration with Western Sydney Local Health District and Westmead Institute for Medical Research. They have now reported treating 13 patients suffering from serious S. aureus infections with an 83% success rate. While these data have not yet been formally documented in peer-reviewed publications, they have been publicly presented both at scientific conferences and as press releases. The AB-SA01 product was previously tested in phase I clinical trials for topical administration and for chronic rhinosinusitis, and it is likely that the positive phase I data, along with positive results in cPT, will support phase II trials that could lead to marketing authorisation for this product.

**Conclusions**

The ultimate future of phage therapy awaits the completion of randomised, controlled clinical trials in order to determine efficacy and attain marketing approvals. However, as there is no definitive date for when this may be accomplished, compassionate treatment options are an impactful way to address the clinical needs of patients suffering from intractable antibiotic-resistant infections today. In addition to the instances in Australia, cPT is also occurring around the world at phage therapy competency centres such as the Phage Therapy Unit at the Ludwik Hirszfeld Institute of Immunology and Experimental Therapy in Poland, the Eliava Phage Therapy Center in Tbilisi, Georgia, and the Center for Innovative Phage Applications and Therapeutics (IPATH) at the University of California San Diego School of Medicine. cPT is also being done by independent medical teams through different access schemes in the USA, France, and Belgium, and academic phage labs and biotech companies around the world are providing phages on behalf of patients. Collectively, this indicates an international inclination to support cPT. It is the hope of the authors that by streamlining the process of accessing and sharing therapeutic phages, cPT will be available to more patients in need.
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